A3 - Lady Bug Variations

Overview
From the text, Chp5 with the Variations number 1 and 2:
"Currently the frog and aphid keep moving....."
And
“Display a score...."

What you need to do
Make a working app that includes both variants above added to the full chapter app.

However:
If you can make a good argument for doing variations #3, #4 or #5 instead of one of the variations listed above, I will probably accept it. Talk to me.

Test your program until everything works perfectly

How and what to turn in
Turn in your full completed app in the correct Sakai assignment.

Grading
60 points in Assignments for a fully working app with all the right features. -5 for any missing or incorrect function. -10 for not doing either variant fully. *No points for an app that does not compile and run in the correct tools*